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Kimber was founded in 1979 to 
manufacture classic rimfire 

sporting rifles. Today, Kimber rifles are
available in .22 LR through 300 WSM.

Kimber Classic Pistols are regarded as
the world’s finest production 1911s. 

Fifty different models are proudly 
made in America.
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Kimber is dedicated to building only the finest

pistols and rifles. Beyond choosing the best

materials and holding true to classic designs,

each part is made to the industries tightest 

tolerances, ensuring unequaled dependability

and performance.

Today, the legacy that began with a high-grade

rimfire rifle includes the world’s finest 1911 

pistols and the lightest production hunting rifles.

On the strength of quality, Kimber has earned

the position of the industry leader. 

C o n t i n u i n g  Th e  L e ga cy

The elegance of a Kimber 1911
reflects in the Eclipse Target II.
Unequaled attention to finish, 

features and ultimately to
performance are Kimber hallmarks.

The finest production rifles available today,
Kimber SuperAmerica rimfires and 

centerfires feature AAA walnut, full wrap
checkering, an elegant cheekpiece 

and highly polished bluing.



Kimber is introducing forty new pistols, rifles and shotguns 

this year – each built in response to customer demand. 

America’s best shooters choose Kimber. LAPDTM SWAT now carries

Kimber and the USA Shooting Rapid Fire Pistol Team will train with

Kimber as they prepare for the 2004 Olympics. Two new pistols

commemorate these milestones. The Custom TLE II is identical to

the pistol carried by LAPDTM SWAT other than special markings, and

the Team Match II is a duplicate of the shooting team pistol. 

The Tactical Series features aluminum frames for light weight, as well as

night sights, front strap checkering and the new Tactical Extractor with loaded

chamber indicator feature. They are an exceptional value.

The Ultra Ten CDP II combines the light weight and 10-round magazine of 

the Ten Series with the Custom Shop features of a CDP. This is Kimber’s 

finest high capacity carry pistol. 

New Products

Designed for Winchester’s great WSM calibers, the
Model 8400TM Series is available in four different 
versions including left hand. Details on page 38.

New for 2003

Augusta Shotguns cover everything 

from course to field, offering the 

features and quality equal to Europe’s

finest over & unders. Details on page 42.

Rimfire CustomTM and Rimfire TargetTM models are

available as both pistols and conversion kits.

Different models allow a choice of sights and 

finishes, and the conversion kits work on most

Kimber pistols as well as other brands of 1911. 

Kimber 22 rifles see the return of two

elegant models. The Custom Classic with AAA

walnut, ebony forend tip and full wrap checkering,

and the Classic VarmintTM with classic stock and

short, heavy stainless steel fluted barrel.

The Model 84M line expands with the Montana,

the first stainless steel Kimber rifle. The Montana

SeriesTM joins the single shot LongMaster Pro in

introducing Kimber premium synthetic stocks.

The SuperAmerica version of the 84M is also

being introduced. 

The big news in rifles is the Model 8400 – 

an all-new Kimber specifically designed for 

the Winchester WSM calibers.

Several versions are offered,

including left hand. 

The Model 84M Montana is the first stainless/
synthetic Kimber. Very light, it is chambered in four
powerful short action calibers. Details on page 34.
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The Tactical SeriesTM of 
.45 ACP pistols combine
light weight and unique

features like the 
Tactical Extractor with

loaded chamber 
indicator feature. 

Details on page 18.

One of four .22 LR 
Kimber 1911 pistols, the
Rimfire Target is accurate
and fun. Conversion kits

for most 1911 pistols 
are also available. 

Details on page 28.
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No firearm has ever 
established dominance
over its market segment
like the Kimber 1911. 

Introduced just seven years ago, Kimber quickly

became the production 1911 sales leader. More

importantly, Kimber established a much higher

standard for dependability and performance.

Today, the only other American 1911 maker has

all but stopped production and the importers are

scrambling to make their guns look like a Kimber. 

Some of them are getting pretty good at playing

“dress up,” but appearances are easier to change

than quality. A quick comparison of materials, fit

and finish will show that buying any 1911 other

than a Kimber is nothing but a compromise. 

Until Kimber pistols came along, 1911 buyers had

two choices. Either take a production gun to a 

pistolsmith for better parts and fitting so it was

dependable and accurate, or spend thousands for

a full custom pistol. Kimber built a new factory,

filled it with modern computer-controlled 

manufacturing equipment and integrated a host 

of custom features into each pistol. Machined

from the finest materials, Kimber pistols have

manufacturing tolerances up to three times as

tight as the competition. They also have the

dependability and performance of custom pistols

at a fraction of their price. To ensure this level of

quality is maintained, every Kimber is test fired

and given a comprehensive safety inspection.

“Selecting what it considered the best of the

best, the LAPD™ SWAT Team chose five major

manufacturers of the 1911 to test…. As one

would expect, the testing was rigorous, 

with every aspect of the pistols tested and 

evaluated one against the other. One by one,

the guns were eliminated until the Kimber

emerged as the preferred choice."

Gary Paul Johnston
Guns 2003 Combat Annual

Kimber Pistols

Front sight and target. There’s nothing else.

Do it right and it’s a big, ragged hole.

There…another good group. Mag’s empty.

Home or reload? Still some ammo and

those bowling pins. OK, set ‘em up.

Additionally, over 200 inspections are performed

during manufacturing by both people and 

specialized machines. 

Today, Kimber offers 54 different 1911

pistols for carry and competition. Law

enforcement officers and elite American

military units carry Kimber. Competition

shooters choose Kimber more often than

any other brand. Clearly, Kimber is the finest 

production 1911 pistol of all time. Proudly made in

America, Kimber is the choice of America’s best.

Kimber pistols are the finest production
1911s ever manufactured. No other brand
can match Kimber features, performance 

or dependability.

LAPDTM SWAT chose the Kimber
Custom II as their duty pistol. The

new Custom TLE II .45 ACP 
has all the same features. 

Details on page 10.

One-piece match grade barrels for accuracy
plus a new visual Loaded Chamber Indicator
PortTM for safety are standard.

Match grade trigger group and kidney-cut
frame for optimum grip position are among
dozens of custom features on every Kimber.

Pistols with 5-inch barrels have match grade
stainless steel barrel bushings. All pistols
have one-piece guide rods for dependability.

…buying any 1911 other

than a Kimber is nothing

but a compromise.
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CUSTOM TARGET IITM

Custom
New this year is the Custom TLE IITM (Tactical Law

Enforcement) in .45 ACP. This pistol is an exact duplicate of the

Kimber carried by LAPDTM SWAT, including Meprolight®

Tritium three dot (green) night sights and 30 LPI front strap

checkering. Only the markings are different. 

Until Kimber came along, production 1911 pistols

meant job security for gunsmiths. Competition

shooters needed their pistols tuned and tightened

for accuracy. People who carried for defense 

wanted better parts and a host of modifications

for dependability. 

The Kimber Custom changed all that. Loaded 

with custom features, machined from the best

materials and delivering the highest performance

standard ever seen in a production 1911,

Kimber shook up the market and restored the

popularity of this classic American pistol. 

Manufacturing innovation played a huge part in

Kimber’s success. Metal Injection Molding (MIM)

is a process Kimber pioneered in the gunmaking

world. Small parts like the slide release, thumb

safety and sights are made by this method. MIM

parts are far superior to castings used by other

manufacturers, and essentially have the strength

of those machined from steel.  

Today, law enforcement officers around

the country, including such elite units as

LAPDTM SWAT, carry Kimber Customs.

Military units with the option to choose

pistols that can actually do the job trust

Kimber with their lives. American shooters

have made Kimber the best selling brand of 1911

by a huge margin.  

The Custom II is available in eleven different 

versions. Each has a 5-inch barrel, beveled front

and rear slide serrations, and a lowered and flared

ejection port. Options include fixed, adjustable or

night sights, caliber, grips, finish and materials.  

Compare a Kimber Custom II with any other brand of 1911 –

or any other type of semi-automatic pistol. See for yourself

why Kimber is number one.

ROYAL II

CUSTOM TLE II

STAINLESS II

A new forward-slanting
fixed rear sight that

improves sight picture
will be phased in on 
standard and night 

sight models.

Number one with a big bullet.

All Kimber 1911 
pistols have a high ride
beavertail grip safety,

extended thumb safety
and Commander-style

hammer.

Like the Stainless Target I ITM (above),

each pistol in the Kimber Custom

family has a frame machined from a

solid forging. Other 1911 brands use

cast frames to cut costs, but forgings

are stronger and last a lifetime.

The Custom II has more 
custom features than any
other production 1911, 
and is the basis for all 

Kimber pistols.

CUSTOM II

The Stainless II has all
the features of the

Custom II, plus a slide
and frame machined
from stainless steel.

American shooters have

made Kimber the best 

selling brand of 1911 by 

a huge margin.

CUSTOM II & CUSTOM TARGET II

� Match grade barrels are machined from solid steel forgings for
accuracy and long life.  

� Enlarged firing pin stop locks the extractor in position for 
absolute reliability.

� Slightly extended slide release buttons on all pistols speed operation.

� Beveled magazine wells on each pistol ensure quick 
magazine loading.

� All Kimber pistols feature a polished breech face for flawless 
feeding and extraction.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Custom II .45 ACP

Custom II/Night SightsTM .45 ACP

Custom II/WalnutTM .45 ACP

Custom Target IITM .45 ACP

Custom TLE IITM .45 ACP  New
Royal II .45 ACP

Stainless II .45 ACP
40 S&W

Stainless II/Night SightsTM .45 ACP

Stainless Target IITM .45 ACP
38 Super
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Gold Match II

GOLD MATCH II � An 8-round magazine is standard with Gold Match and 
Team Match pistols.

� Premium Aluminum Trigger is standard on Gold Match and 
Team Match pistols.

� Gold Match and Team Match models have an ambidextrous 
thumb safety.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Gold Match

Gold Match II & Stainless Gold Match II

Gold Match models are the finest production 1911

pistols available today. Each wears a classic high

polish finish and is fitted with select hand-

checkered double diamond rosewood grip panels.

Intended for competition as well as carry, they

have the Kimber adjustable sight riding low on

the slide. The sight blade itself has angled and

beveled serrations to deflect glare, and edges are

beveled to prevent snags on clothing and holsters.

Premium Aluminum Triggers are set to break

clean at 3.5-4 pounds without creep or overtravel. 

Gold Match pistols have the features of the

Custom II models along with a match grade barrel

that is carefully machined from a stainless steel

forging. Air gauging verifies end-to-end 

consistency within .001 inch, a final assurance 

of accuracy.

Following final assembly that includes

barrel fitting by hand in the 

Custom Shop, each pistol is mounted on a

special machine that simulates the firing

of hundreds of rounds. A Quality

Assurance Inspector then measures 

critical dimensions to ensure everything meets

exacting Kimber standards. 

Gold Match pistols rival those made by America’s

finest pistolsmiths – at about half the price and

without waiting a year for delivery. 

Team Match II

To prepare for the 2004 Olympics, the USA Shooting Rapid Fire

Pistol Team will be joining pro shooters on the action shooting

circuit. Accustomed to shooting the world’s most accurate

firearms they chose Kimber to build their competition pistols.

Identical guns are being offered to the public and Kimber will

donate $100 from each sale to the Team. 

TEAM MATCH II

Gold Match IITM pistols
have an elegant polished
finish on all flat surfaces
with satin on the curves.

Exceptional pistols for 
competition & carry.

The Kimber adjustable
sight has steel-on-steel

click adjustments, 
making it both reliable

and responsive.

The Gold Match II TM and Stainless 

Gold Match II TM are Kimber’s finest 

production pistols. For an extra 

measure of accuracy, their barrels are

machined oversized then fitted by hand 

to a stainless steel match grade barrel

bushing in the Kimber Custom Shop.

STAINLESS 
GOLD MATCH II

Gold Match pistols rival

those made by America’s

finest pistolsmiths – 

at about half the price.

Team Match IITM .45 ACP  New
Gold Match IITM .45 ACP

Stainless Gold Match IITM .45 ACP
40 S&W

All Kimber frames and slides
are mated early in production
and travel through the factory
together, ensuring a perfect fit 

of every part.

The Team Match IITM .45 ACP has a stainless steel slide and

frame, along with the new, innovative Kimber Tactical

Extractor with loaded chamber indicator feature. Custom 

features include 30 LPI front strap checkering and special red,

white and blue USA Shooting Team logo grips.

If you shoot a Kimber, you are shooting the best.

GOLD MATCH II
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STAINLESS PRO CARRY II 
& PRO CARRY HD II

Compact& Pro Carry
Kimber aluminum frames are machined from 

solid blocks of 7075-T7, the hardest and

strongest available. Moreover, these frames 

are run on the same machines and hold the 

same tight tolerances as steel frames. Tested 

to 20,000 rounds with no meaningful wear, 

the weight savings they offer does not come at 

a compromise.

The Tacoma, Washington Police Department

recently completed a testing program to determine

what pistol their officers would carry. The test

involved nine brands, 39 models and three 

calibers of semi-automatic pistols. Kimber won,

and officers now have the option of selecting a

Kimber Pro Carry IITM or Pro Carry HD IITM for duty.

The test results are staggering. Other than

Kimber, pistols had a failure rate as high as 22%.

Kimber had the lowest failure rate Tacoma PD has

recorded in over 20 years of testing for any type

of firearm – less than one half of one percent!

They also determined that the Kimber was safer

than other test pistols when the safety was in the

“on” position. (For a free copy of the Law and

Order Magazine report on this test please call

Kimber at [800] 880-2418.) 

Compact and Pro Carry pistols are similar

to Custom models, but a 4-inch 

bushingless bull barrel makes them 

easier to conceal and reduces weight.

Keeping barrel weight forward also

reduces recoil, allowing faster recovery

from shot to shot. Each one has dovetail-mounted

low profile fixed sights with rounded edges to 

prevent snagging, and some models have

Meprolight Tritium three dot (green) night sights. 

The Compact Stainless IITM features a stainless steel

slide and frame. The frame itself is .400 inch

shorter than the full length Pro Carry but still

holds 7 rounds. Pro Carry models are available

with either stainless steel or aluminum frames.

PRO CARRY II

Both stainless steel 
and aluminum frame 

versions of the Pro Carry
are offered, each

machined to unequaled
Kimber standards.

Powerful. Dependable. Safe. 
The best pistols for carry. 

Compact and Pro Carry
models have 4-inch 

bull barrels fitted 
directly to the slide 
without a bushing.

Smaller, lighter pistols are easier to

carry. Kimber Compact and Pro Carry

models offer the proven performance 

of the .45 ACP and 40 S&W cartridges

in pistols with absolute dependability. Kimber had the lowest 

failure rate Tacoma PD 

has recorded in over 

20 years of testing.

COMPACT II & PRO CARRY II

� Pro Carry II models have steel slides. All other Pro and Compact slides 
are stainless steel. 

� Compact Stainless II and Pro Carry HD II models have stainless 
steel frames.

� 40 S&W and 38 Super models have ramped match grade barrels.

� Compact and Pro Carry pistols use a proven single recoil spring design.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Compact Stainless IITM .45 ACP

Pro Carry IITM .45 ACP

Pro Carry II/Night SightsTM .45 ACP  New
Stainless Pro Carry IITM .45 ACP

40 S&W
Stainless Pro Carry II/
Night SightsTM .45 ACP  New
Pro Carry HD IITM .45 ACP

38 Super

COMPACT STAINLESS II

The Compact Stainless II
has the same 4-inch barrel

as Pro Carry models, 
but a shorter frame makes 

it easier to conceal.
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Ultra Carry II

Ultra Carry
With 7-round flush fitting magazines riding in their shortened

frames, Ultra Carry pistols carry more rounds and have more

power than almost any revolver. A dual-captured low effort

recoil spring design keeps manual slide operation smooth. 

It also dampens recoil enough that these pistols are easier to

control and shoot than a revolver. Safety? The 1911 has proven

its safety through generations of use, and the new Kimber

Small pistols present a host of design and 

manufacturing challenges. They must be strong

enough to handle the same ammunition as full size

models, maintain absolute reliability and be 

accurate with a wide variety of ammunition.

Recoil also becomes an important factor. Little 

pistols chambered for big calibers must be 

controllable from shot to shot by shooters with 

all levels of experience. 

Ultra Carry pistols are the smallest 1911 

pistols ever manufactured. More importantly,

Kimber quality doesn’t force a choice between

performance and size. The slim 1911 profile

makes them easy to carry and conceal. Because a

1911 fits most hands better than any other semi-

automatic design they have a natural pointability

that brings them to target faster. 

Unique design features contribute to both

dependability and accuracy. The ejection

port is beveled front and rear to give 

adequate clearance to ejecting brass,

avoiding the jams common to other

brands of small semi-automatics. The

match grade bull barrel is even fitted directly to

the slide without the aid of a barrel bushing.

Edges are rounded and blended to prevent 

snagging on clothing or holsters. 

Firing Pin Safety that is part of every pistol makes them 

even more secure without impeding performance or altering

trigger pull.

Kimber Ultra Carry pistols bring a new, higher level of 

confidence to concealed carry. Light, powerful and dependable,

there is no better choice.

STAINLESS ULTRA CARRY II

Ultra Carry pistols 
weigh just 25 ounces yet

handle even the most
powerful defense 

ammunition.

Kimber quality where you need it most.

All pistols in the Ultra
Carry family have

ramped match 
grade barrels for

absolute reliability.

Kimber Ultra Carry pistols are the

smallest, lightest 1911s available today.

More importantly, they are absolutely

dependable – and that sets them 

apart from other brands. There is no

better way to carry the power of the

.45 ACP or 40 S&W.

Ultra Carry pistols carry

more rounds and have 

more power than almost

any revolver.

ULTRA CARRY II

� 7075-T7 aluminum frame has been tested to over 20,000 rounds
without meaningful wear.

� Ultra Carry slide has longest cycle time of any small 1911, 
ensuring reliability.

� Bull barrel design keeps maximum weight forward, reducing recoil.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Ultra Carry IITM .45 ACP

Ultra Carry II/Night SightsTM.45 ACP  New
Stainless Ultra Carry IITM .45 ACP

40 S&W

Stainless Ultra Carry II/
Night SightsTM .45 ACP  New

ULTRA CARRY II

Ultra Carry pistols are an
incredible feat of engineering
that no other manufacturer

has been able to equal.
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Tactical II

TACTICAL PRO II

Tactical
Loaded Chamber Indicator PortTM feature (page 8).

When a round is in the chamber and light is 

available, the shell casing should be visible

through the slot in the barrel.

Meprolight three dot (green) fixed night sights

with Tritium inserts make the rounded and blended

low profile fixed sights stand out even in low light

A pistol carried for law enforcement or used for

defense must be dependable. Safety, accuracy 

and power are important, but dependability is

paramount. Kimber Tactical models were designed

with that in mind. They also include some of the

most popular Custom Shop carry features and

showcase a dynamic new two-tone matte finish.

Like some other Kimber models, the frame of 

each Tactical is machined from proven 7075-T7

aluminum. These frames are dramatically lighter

than those cut from steel yet every bit as strong.

Light pistols are easier to carry, and 1911 pistols

with aluminum frames weigh about seven ounces

less than those with a steel frame.  

The new Kimber Tactical ExtractorTM with loaded

chamber indicator feature is standard. Extremely

reliable under even the toughest field conditions,

it is a logical addition for a pistol that might

receive infrequent cleaning. It never needs 

adjusting and works equally well 

with light practice loads or heavy carry

ammunition. 

The Custom Shop’s Premium Aluminum

TriggerTM breaks between four and five

pounds with minimal creep or overtravel. Kimber

trigger quality is without peer in production semi-

automatic pistols, and a great trigger makes a

huge contribution to accurate shooting. 

Safety has always been a top priority for Kimber,

and all centerfire pistols shipped from the factory

after February 1, 2003 will include a visual

TACTICAL ULTRA II

Both front strap and 
trigger guard bottom

have 30 lines-per-inch
checkering for 
greater control.

Tactical pistols have the
new, innovative Kimber
Tactical Extractor with

loaded chamber 
indicator feature.

Tactical models combine many of the

best Kimber performance features into

an ideal package for law enforcement,

concealed carry or action competition.

These pistols are an exceptional value.

Kimber trigger quality is

without peer in production

semi-automatic pistols.

TACTICAL II � Tactical Custom IITM has a 5-inch match grade barrel with stainless 
steel barrel bushing.

� Tactical Pro IITM and Tactical Ultra IITM have bushingless match grade 
bull barrels.

� Tactical Ultra II has a ramped barrel.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Tactical Ultra IITM .45 ACP  New
Tactical Pro IITM .45 ACP  New
Tactical Custom IITM .45 ACP  New

TACTICAL CUSTOM II

Matte black slide and gray
anodized aluminum frame 

combine to give Tactical models
a striking appearance.

All business, and business is good.

conditions. In daylight they also provide white dots

for fast reference. Extended ambidextrous thumb

safety and black/silver laminated logo grips round

out the Custom Shop parts. Each model also has a

matte black extended and beveled magazine well

for fast reloading, and each magazine is fitted with

a bumper pad.
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Eclipse II

ECLIPSE PRO TARGET II 
& ECLIPSE PRO II

Eclipse
Two Eclipse pistols also have features that make

them stand out in the Kimber line. The Eclipse

Ultra IITM is the only Kimber with a 3-inch barrel

built on a stainless steel frame. All other 3-inch

pistols have aluminum or polymer frames, and the

extra weight reduces felt recoil. The Eclipse Pro

Target IITM is the only 4-inch Kimber fitted with an

adjustable rear sight.  

The shooting industry has joined the USA

Shooting Team, LAPDTM SWAT and Tacoma PD by

choosing Kimber pistols. Kimber quality continues

to eclipse the competition.

The Shooting Industry Academy of Excellence is a

pretty exclusive gun club. Firearm manufacturers,

gun magazine writers and editors and some very

influential retailers make up the membership of

about 400 people. Every year they vote on the

best new products, and for 2002 the Academy

named the Kimber Eclipse IITM as their Handgun of

the Year.

Kimber uses the best materials as the 

foundation of every pistol, and Eclipse slides and

frames are made from stainless steel. After final

machining they are finished in durable matte

black oxide, then all flat surfaces are brush-

polished. This leaves inset and curved surfaces

matte black and gives each pistol the dynamic 

finish that lends them their name. To further 

complement the look they are fitted with black

small parts and a set of gray/black 

laminated grips checkered in the classic

double diamond pattern. 

Some might think they look too good to

take to the range or put in a holster, 

but Eclipse pistols are built to carry 

and shoot. Beyond all the match grade features

found on every Kimber, each Eclipse has a 30 LPI

checkered front strap for a more secure grip, a

Premium Aluminum Trigger and Meprolight

Tritium night sights – all from the Custom Shop. 

ECLIPSE ULTRA II

The Eclipse finish is
unique to Kimber 

and gives each pistol a
striking appearance.

Matte black small parts
compliment the look.

Eclipse pistols feature
Meprolight Tritium fixed
or adjustable night sight

systems. All Kimber pistol
sights are mounted in

machined dovetails 
for strength.

Looking past the finish, each of the five

Eclipse models is loaded with Custom

Shop parts and features for carry and

defense. They look great in a holster and

perform even better at the range. For 2002 the Academy

named the Kimber 

Eclipse II as their 

Handgun of the Year.

� Eclipse Target IITM and Eclipse Pro Target II have an adjustable bar/dot 
night sight system.

� Eclipse Custom IITM, Eclipse Pro IITM and Eclipse Ultra IITM have fixed 
three dot night sight systems.

� Eclipse Target IITM and Eclipse Custom II have barrel bushings. 
Other models have bushingless bull barrels.

� Eclipse Ultra II has a ramped match grade bull barrel.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

ECLIPSE TARGET II
& ECLIPSE CUSTOM II

Eclipse slides and frames
are machined from 

stainless steel. Along with
other Kimber pistols they

share the tightest tolerances
in the industry.

The firearms industry Handgun 
of the Year!

ECLIPSE II

Eclipse Ultra IITM .45 ACP

Eclipse Pro IITM .45 ACP

Eclipse Pro Target IITM .45 ACP

Eclipse Custom IITM .45 ACP

Eclipse Target IITM .45 ACP
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CDP II

COMPACT CDP II

CDP
smallest, lightest 1911 pistol on the market. Weights vary

between 25 and 31 ounces and even short grip models carry

7 round magazines. 

Sometimes the essence of a product is captured in

its name. CDP (Custom Defense Package) pistols

from the Kimber Custom ShopTM are the finest 

carry pistols available today. They chamber the

power of the .45 ACP and are fitted with custom

features that make them an exceptional value.

CDPs are some of the most successful pistols

Kimber has ever produced, and certainly the most

copied. Others have dressed up a basic 1911 to

look like a CDP, suggesting it is as good as a

Kimber and selling it for a lower price. They may

be able to copy the look but no company can

match Kimber quality and performance. There is

also a certain irony in the suggestion that you

should trust your life to the low bidder.  

Each CDP has 30 lines-per-inch checkering on the

front strap as well as under the trigger guard for a

positive grip. A match grade Premium Aluminum

Trigger is consistent from shot to shot. Stainless

steel small parts like the slide release,

magazine release and beavertail grip

safety, plus hand-checkered double 

diamond rosewood grips compliment the

two-tone matte finish.

CDP pistols are available in four different sizes,

each having important advantages. Both the

Custom and Pro versions have full length grips

while the Compact and Ultra have the shorter

Officer’s grip. Different barrel lengths give a full

range of options and the short barrel models are

easier to conceal. In fact, the Ultra CDP IITM is the

The 1911 is proven to be the most dependable semi-

automatic platform for a carry pistol, and Kimber makes the

best 1911. Don’t trust your life to anything less than the best.

ULTRA CDP II PRO CDP  II

A carry bevel treatment
gives CDP pistols 

rounded and blended
edges to avoid snags on

holsters or clothing.

The finest pistol you can carry.

Meprolight Tritium three
dot night sights and an
ambidextrous stainless
steel thumb safety are
standard CDP features.

Built in the Custom Shop, CDP pistols

include a host of custom features for

concealed carry and defense. Adding these

features while the pistols are being built

reduces their retail cost by over $500.

CDP pistols have stainless
steel slides and are built on

aluminum frames that
reduce weight, making them

easy to carry.

CUSTOM CDP II

...no company can 

match Kimber quality 

and performance.

CDP II � The Custom CDP IITM has a 5-inch barrel fitted to a stainless steel match 
grade barrel bushing.

� Ultra, Pro and Compact CDPs have bull barrels fitted directly to the 
slide without a bushing.

� All CDP pistols have match grade barrels, chambers and trigger groups.

� Ultra CDP II has a ramped 3-inch barrel.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Ultra CDP IITM .45 ACP

Compact CDP IITM .45 ACP

Pro CDP IITM .45 ACP

Custom CDP IITM .45 ACP
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Custom Shop
Both the Gold Combat II and Gold Combat Stainless IITM

models are full size carry/defense pistols, and quite possibly

the finest of their kind. The Super Match II is equally suited for

accuracy competition or action shooting, but most are bought

for carry due to their reputation for extreme accuracy. 

The Kimber Custom Shop has two primary 

functions – modify Kimber pistols to meet the

needs of the owner and build special models 

for sale through Kimber Master Dealers.

Modifications are performed on Custom Shop

models while they are being built and the savings

is passed along. Kimber Custom Shop pistols

equal the quality of those crafted by America’s

best pistolsmiths, cost substantially less and are

available without a lengthy wait. 

Custom Shop models share custom features like a

Premium Aluminum Trigger tuned to 3.5-4

pounds, ambidextrous thumb safety, stainless

steel match grade barrel with match chamber,

stainless steel match grade barrel bushing,

extended beveled magazine well, special bordered

and hand-checkered double diamond rosewood

grips and Custom Shop markings. 

The Super Match IITM, LTP IITM and Gold

Combat IITM feature the KimPro™ finish,

the hardest thermally cured firearm 

finish available. A phenolic resin that

permanently bonds, it resists acids, oils,

solvents and water. Extremely durable,

KimPro withstands 1,000 hours of salt spray and

saltwater immersion without rust. More 

importantly it is self-lubricating, and nominal

thickness ensures it will not interfere with fit or

function. The Custom Shop can even refinish most

Kimber pistols in KimPro. 

The Custom Shop will modify any Kimber pistol and has 

a complete stock of magazines, parts, fixed and adjustable

night sights, accessories and logo items. For information on

services available call the Custom Shop at (914) 964-0742

Monday – Friday. 

Each Super Match II 
is guaranteed to have

shot a five shot, 25-yard
group measuring 
one inch or less.

For those who want the finest.

All Custom Shop pistols
have 20 or 30 lines-per-
inch checkering on both

front strap and under
trigger guard for positive
grip and better control.

The LTP II is designed for Limited 

Ten Pistol competition. It has the new

Tactical Extractor, flat top serrated 

slide with adjustable sight, extended and

beveled magazine well, Tungsten guide rod,

10-round single stack magazine 

and KimPro finish.

Kimber Custom Shop 

pistols equal the quality of

those crafted by America’s

best pistolsmiths.

CUSTOM SHOP
� The Gold Combat II and Gold Combat Stainless II have Meprolight 

Tritium night sights.

� The Super Match II and LTP II have the Kimber Adjustable Sight.

� The LTP II has 20 LPI front strap checkering. Other models have 30 LPI.

� All Custom Shop pistols have 30 LPI checkering under the trigger guard.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Gold Combat IITM .45 ACP

Gold Combat Stainless IITM .45 ACP

LTP IITM .45 ACP

Super Match IITM .45 ACP

SUPER MATCH II

Based on a stainless steel
slide, frame and barrel, the

Super Match is Kimber’s
finest Custom Shop Pistol

and one of the most striking.

GOLD COMBAT IIGOLD COMBAT STAINLESS II LTP II
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ULTRA TEN II

Ten II High Capacity
The new Ultra Ten CDP IITM from the Custom Shop is the 

ideal .45 ACP carry pistol. Custom features include night

sights and carry melt treatment. 

In addition to replacement 10 round magazines, pre-ban 

14 round magazines are also available. They are offered for

The Kimber Ten is a 1911 with a frame that

holds a 10 round magazine. Simple as that — the

unequaled accuracy and dependability of a

Kimber plus more rounds in the magazine 

and as few design changes as possible. A pistol

you can trust.

Compare a Kimber Ten with other high capacity

.45 ACP pistols, even the ones that look like 

a 1911. They change just about everything,

starting with the trigger and safety systems.

Those changes might sound good in the store but

don’t necessarily prove out on the range. If you

want the best .45 ACP and high capacity, you

still want a Kimber.

All the Ten pistols have the custom 

features expected from Kimber, and the all-new

polymer frame is almost identical in dimensions

to a standard single stack. Kimber frame inserts

are machined from the finest aluminum

and steel, then molded into a polymer

body. This is more expensive than

machining an investment casting like

other brands but the Kimber insert is

more precise and lasts a lifetime. 

This year, the Kimber Tactical Extractor with

loaded chamber indicator feature is standard 

on every Ten pistol. Other features include a

stainless steel slide. Both beavertail grip safety

and mainspring housing are polymer.

sale (where legal) through Kimber Master Dealers and 

the Kimber Custom Shop. They have the same overall length as

the standard magazine included with each Pro Carry, Stainless

or Gold Match Ten pistols, and fit flush with the bottom of 

the grip.

PRO CARRY TEN II ULTRA TEN CDP II

STAINLESS TEN II

All Ten models have 
flush fitting ten round
magazines that give

them their name.

High quality in a high capacity. 

Ten frames are the 
same size as a standard

1911. Checkering is
impressed on front 

strap and under trigger
guard for positive grip.

The quality advantage Kimber enjoys 

over other 1911 brands crosses over into

models with high capacity frames. 

The finest materials, precise machining

and custom features once again make

Kimber the best choice.

The Gold Match Ten II is the
finest production high capacity
1911 available. The barrel is

hand fitted in the Custom Shop 
for match accuracy.

GOLD MATCH TEN II

If you want the best 

.45 ACP and high capacity,

you still want a Kimber.

TEN II � Ultra Ten IITM and Ultra Ten CDP II models have ramped, bushingless 
3-inch bull barrels.

� The Pro Carry Ten IITM has a bushingless 4-inch bull barrel. 

� Stainless Ten IITM and Gold Match Ten IITM have 5-inch barrels with 
stainless steel match grade barrel bushings. 

� Ultra Ten II and Ultra Ten CDP II have a machined aluminum frame 
insert and weigh 24 ounces.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Ultra Ten IITM .45 ACP

Ultra Ten CDP IITM .45 ACP  New
Pro Carry Ten IITM .45 ACP

Stainless Ten IITM .45 ACP

Gold Match Ten IITM .45 ACP
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RIMFIRE CUSTOM

Rimfire
Kimber Conversion Kits fit all Kimber .45 ACP pistols with

either 4-inch or 5-inch barrels and single stack magazines.

They also work with Kimber .45 ACP Compact models but

the magazine protrudes below the grip frame. Conversions

will not work with 40 S&W or 38 Super models. 

The general idea of converting early 1911 pistols

to shoot .22 LR revolved around training. Rimfire

ammo was inexpensive and recoil was light. 

Back then the .45 ACP was a handful of gun and

getting new pistol shooters rimfire “trigger time”

helped them gain experience and sidestep 

bad habits.

Even today, Kimber gets more requests for a 

rimfire than any other version of a 1911. Some

want one for practice, some for economy and 

others because they are so much fun to shoot.

This year they are going into production. 

Kimber Rimfire Pistols are based on four 

different versions of the full size Custom. Even

though aluminum frames and slides dramatically

reduce their weight, recoil is light. Shooters can

choose fixed or adjustable sights and from a silver

or matte black finish. A ten round 

magazine is standard.

A conversion kit is great for the same

reasons, maybe even better because it

can be quickly installed on just about any

brand of 1911 pistol. Installation is as

easy as field stripping a pistol for cleaning, 

and changing between centerfire and rimfire

takes about one minute. No modifications 

are necessary and Kimber Conversion Kits do 

not require changing mainsprings – keeping 

things simple. 

They also fit dozens of different brands and models of 1911

pistols, provided they are “mil-spec”, use single stack 

magazines and do not have a ramped barrel (call Kimber

[800] 880-2418 for help with fit information). Conversion

Kits can be ordered directly from the Kimber Custom Shop as

they are not classed as a firearm.

RIMFIRE CUSTOM

All four rimfire pistol
models are also available

as conversion kits that
work with almost any

1911 pistol.

Just for the fun of it.

Chambered for .22 LR,
Kimber Rimfire Pistols

and Conversion Kits are
accurate, economical

and fun to shoot.

Since Kimber began making 1911 pistols,

shooters have requested a rimfire version.

Some wanted fixed sights and others

adjustable, and they split almost

evenly between silver and matte finish.

These new rimfire pistols should 

make them all pretty happy.

A rimfire version of a full-size
Kimber Custom Target II, the
Rimfire Target is available as

both a pistol and a conversion
kit that fits most 1911 pistols.

RIMFIRE TARGET

Installation is as easy 

as field stripping a 

pistol for cleaning.

RIMFIRE PISTOLS

� Rimfire pistols and conversion kits are designed for .22 LR ammo only.

� Conversion kits are packaged in a travel case.

� All rimfire pistols and conversions kits come with one 
10 round magazine.

� Complete listing of specifications and features begins on page 44.

Rimfire CustomTM (matte) .22 LR  New
Rimfire Custom (silver) .22 LR  New
Rimfire TargetTM (matte) .22 LR  New
Rimfire Target (silver) .22 LR  New
Rimfire CustomTM

Conversion Kit (matte) .22 LR  New
Rimfire Custom 
Conversion Kit (silver) .22 LR  New
Rimfire TargetTM

Conversion Kit (matte) .22 LR  New
Rimfire Target 
Conversion Kit (silver) .22 LR  New

RIMFIRE TARGET



The elegant SuperAmerica, widely regarded as the
finest rimfire sporting rifle ever manufactured.
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common rimfires. The bolt body itself is 

positioned slightly higher than center in the

receiver, allowing the firing pin to strike the rim of

the cartridge. Lock time is very fast, and the 

firing pin is strong enough for dry fire practice

without damage.

Bullet tips are seated into the rifling without 

distortion. The bolt face picks up and holds the

cartridge under the extractor claw and in line with

the bore. As the bolt moves forward a locking lug

The finest by any measure.

Even at a glance a Kimber 22TM rifle is something

special. Graceful lines, rich walnut and deep 

bluing set them apart, but even more impressive 

differences are found in design.

The action is machined from 4140-class steel, the

same material used in fine big game rifles. The

Kimber 22 is really a miniature centerfire, with the

firing pin centered in the bolt instead of offset like

Kimber 22

Every Kimber 22 must shoot a five

shot, fifty-yard group measuring less

than .400-inch center-to-center before it

is released for sale. This extraordinary

requirement has earned Kimber a 

worldwide reputation for quality.

The actual test target 
is packed with each
Kimber 22 as the

ultimate testament
to its accuracy.

The Kimber 22 is really 

a miniature centerfire.

engages a helical cut in the receiver and gains

leverage for smooth closing. As the bolt handle is

rotated downward the bolt body moves forward a

final .100-inch, seating the bullet.

Mechanics aside, shooting a Kimber 22 is an

absolute pleasure. The feel is right and the balance

is even better. Life presents few opportunities to

own the very best of something. A Kimber 22

affords one of them.

The Kimber 22 has a full length Mauser claw
extractor for controlled round feeding and
extraction like a fine big game rifle.

Match grade trigger breaks like a glass rod. 
Pillar bedding and flush five-round magazine 
are standard features.

The match grade 8-land barrel with a unique
tapered match grade chamber and 11-
degree crown is made in the Kimber factory.

“…they are handsome, and the one I’ve 

had to use for several months is the most

accurate .22 sporter I’ve ever fired in terms 

of aggregate group size. Tackdriver hardly

begins to describe it.”

Dave Petzal
Field & Stream 1/02
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Eight models. Five shots. 
One unequaled standard.

Kimber 22 rifles naturally divide into two groups – classic sporter and 

special purpose. Sometimes the line blurs but each has the same action and

offers a level of performance unmatched by any other brand. 

All models originate from the Classic, Kimber’s first rifle. Today, six versions

are offered in several different grades of walnut. Checkering patterns, metal

finishes and other appointments vary widely, but each rifle has a hand-

rubbed oil finish. Barrel length and contour change to match the intended

purpose of the rifle, and there is even a Youth model for smaller shooters.

The Custom ClassicTM and SuperAmericaTM are produced in small number due

to the limited supply of fine AAA walnut. 

Generations have fired their

first shots from a .22 rifle,

maybe at a paper target but

hopefully at a can. Sometimes

they hit it and so what if they

didn’t. Those passing that

milestone with a Kimber 

were double lucky. Here’s to

first shots. Thanks, Dad.

� Barrels are free floated to avoid accuracy-robbing 
pressure.

� Two-position wing safety acts directly on cocking piece 
for greatest security.

� Barrels are lapped, then press fit and pinned in true 
alignment with the bore.

� Receivers are drilled and tapped for Kimber scalloped 
base sets (not included).

� Complete listing of specifications begins on page 46.

Kimber 22 rifles are offered with a wide variety
of options and features, but each performs to

the same high standard.

CLASSIC

The SVTTM (Short Varmint/Target) is all business. The 

laminated high comb target stock and short, heavy barrel

make it perfect for shooting long distances from bipod or

bags. The HSTM (Hunter Silhouette) is designed for the NRA’s

challenging Rimfire Silhouette competition that is fired from a

standing position. 

Assembled from the finest materials, built on state-of-the-art

equipment and finished by hand, the Kimber 22 is in a class

by itself. Any other rifle is a compromise.

HUNTER

SVT

HS

CUSTOM CLASSIC

SUPERAMERICA

YOUTH

CLASSIC VARMINT

Kimber 22
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“…the Kimber 84M is a straight-up, 

no-bull, old-school, well-made, high-

quality rifle. I dare say Jack O’Connor

would have loved it, for this is a tool 

for the high country. Or any country.”

Ron Spomer
Sporting Classics 5/02 The new Montana – an

all stainless steel 84M
with Kimber’s premium

synthetic stock. The ideal
rifle for a serious hunter.

Fall availability.

best features are engineered into each model.

Naturally, the Model 84M has the look and feel of

an American classic.

How much less does a Model 84M weigh? Take a

Classic or MontanaTM model and tape a brick to the

stock, then it will weigh about the same as most

other rifles chambered in the same caliber. Recoil?

Proper stock shape and a 1-inch Pachmayr®

Less is more - at least on a mountain. 

It seems to be accepted gunmaking practice to create short action models 

the easy way. Shorten a standard action and maybe cut a couple inches of

barrel. Forget changing the stock – too much work. 

The Model 84MTM was designed specifically as a short action hunting

rifle. Made from the finest materials machined to unequaled standards,

weight is dramatically reduced without compromising accuracy. Proper 

balance, controlled round feeding and extraction, dependability and all the

Model 84M

The Model 84M goes beyond innovation

and creates a new class of hunting rifle.

Ultra light but incredibly accurate.

Elegant but affordable. Classic in every

respect. Comparisons would be invited,

but try to find one.

The Model 84M Classic
.308 Win. weighs just 

5 lbs, 10 oz. Unequaled
Kimber quality 

reduces weight without
compromising 
performance.

The Model 84M was designed 

specifically as a 

short action hunting rifle.

Decelerator recoil pad on Classic, Montana and

SuperAmericaTM models make them surprisingly

easy to shoot. 

Walking and heavy varmint models with longer,

heavy barrels are also available. Even then, the

Model 84M keeps weight in the barrel where it

benefits accuracy.

The Kimber Model 84M. Less than you expect. 

Barrels are machined to match grade standards
then air gauged to ensure consistency within
.001 inch. Chamber is also match grade. 

Full length Mauser claw extractor ensures dependable
feeding and extraction under the toughest field 
conditions. Five round magazine capacity.

Actions are bedded on twin aluminum pillars
for strength and accuracy. Match grade 
triggers make these rifles a pleasure to shoot.

35
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A rifle for any season.

The Model 84M Classic has already made a name

for itself in big game fields from Alaska to Africa.

Introduced two years ago, demand still outstrips

the limited supply. 

New this year is the Montana, a stainless steel

version of the Classic with a Kimber synthetic

stock. In order to manufacture the best synthetic

stock ever offered on a production rifle, Kimber

brought on Melvin Forbes of New Ultra Light

Arms to assist with materials, processes and 

production. These rifles are an extraordinary value.

The SuperAmerica is the flagship Kimber. For the

first time in thirteen years a SuperAmerica will be

offered in centerfire. As always, production will

There’s one. Go three

mounds right of where you

just shot. Hold a dog high

and two into the wind. 

Figure about three fifty.

Good shot! Now go left to 

the fence and follow it up to

the big sage. There’s one...

Model 84M rifles are available in a wide
variety of styles and a selection of five

powerful short action calibers.

CLASSIC

LONGMASTER PRO

MONTANA

SUPERAMERICA

VARMINT & LONGMASTER CLASSIC

LONGMASTER VT

MODEL 84M

� All models with walnut stocks except LongMaster Classic 
and Varmint are glass bedded. 

� Models with walnut or laminated stocks have machined 
steel bottom metal with floorplate release button inside 
the trigger guard. 

� Receivers are drilled and tapped for Kimber scalloped base sets
(not included).

� Complete listing of specifications, caliber and features 
begins on page 46.

Classic .243 Win., .260 Rem.
7mm-08 Rem.
.308 Win.

MontanaTM .243 Win.           New
.260 Rem.
7mm-08 Rem., .308 Win.

SuperAmericaTM .243 Win.           New
.260 Rem.
7mm-08 Rem., .308 Win.

Varmint .22-250 Rem.

LongMaster ClassicTM .308 Win.

LongMaster ProTM .22-250 Rem.    New
.308 Win.

LongMaster VTTM .22-250 Rem.

Model 84M
be limited. Both the Varmint and LongMaster ClassicTM feature a

Classic stock profile with a longer, heavier stainless steel fluted

barrel. They weigh about as much as a standard sporter but

their accuracy is exceptional. 

The LongMaster ProTM is a single shot, long range rifle based

on a sleek synthetic benchrest stock. Non-traditional in finish,

it still has legendary Kimber performance. Finally, the

LongMaster VTTM is a heavy varmint rifle with laminated target

stock that is perfect for bipod or sandbag shooting. Montana

and LongMaster Pro models are scheduled for fall delivery.

Kimber 84M rifles. The best you can carry.



The Model 8400 establishes a higher quality
standard for WSM rifles. Compare with any
other brand and the Kimber advantage is clear.

The Model 8400 is specifically designed for
the WSM family of cartridges. Minimal dimen-
sions make these rifles light and balanced.

Montana models have a stainless steel action
and barrel in the new Kimber premium 
synthetic stock. Available for fall delivery.

The Classic model is also available
in a true left hand version with a

choice of three WSM calibers.
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up with minimal dimensions. Like the cartridges

they chamber, Model 8400 rifles deliver magnum

performance in a smaller, lighter package.

The Model 8400 has more in common with 

a custom rifle than one assembled on a 

production line. Barrel, chamber and trigger are

match grade. Barreled actions are bedded into

classic American sporter stocks on pillars and

with glassed recoil lugs. Wood stocks are oil 

finished by hand and each stock includes a

Pachmayr® Decelerator 1-inch recoil pad. 

Evolutionary rifles for revolutionary 
cartridges.

It has been a long time since something as exciting as the Winchester Short

Magnum cartridges hit the hunting world. Magnum performance from the

new, shorter case caught everyone’s attention. Rifle companies raced to

modify existing actions for these new cartridges and customers are still

standing in line to buy them. 

Kimber came at it a different way, and the Model 8400 is the result. With no

existing action sized to hold a WSM, Kimber designed one from the ground

Model 8400

The Model 8400 is a rifle for the high 

country. Classic models weigh just six

pounds, ten ounces but still showcase 

legendary Kimber accuracy. 

Chambered in three powerful 

WSM calibers, several versions and even

left hand models are available.
Like the WSM cartridges

they were designed to fire,
Model 8400 rifles are

small, light and efficient.

Several models are offered, including some with

synthetic stocks – a first for Kimber. To ensure

these stocks were of the highest quality, Kimber

enlisted Melvin Forbes of New Ultra Light Arms to

establish an in-house production center. Models

with Kevlar/carbon fiber stocks will be available

for delivery late in 2003. 

Classic models will be offered in both right and

left hand versions in three WSM calibers. All

Model 8400 rifles feature the new 3-position

Model 70-type wing safety. This year, there is no

better way to go hunting than with a Kimber

Model 8400.   

The Model 8400 has more in 

common with a custom rifle than one

assembled on a production line.

“Kimber started working on the

Model 8400 as soon as Winchester

announced their WSM cartridges. 

The rifle is short, light and every 

bit the classic expected from Kimber.

They even put the bolt on the 

left side for guys who shoot 

backwards like me.”

Tom Gresham
Gun Talk Radio
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Light. Powerful. Accurate. 

Custom features, fine execution and inherent

accuracy distinguish Kimber from other 

production rifles, and the new Model 8400 carries

this tradition to a higher level. 

The Classic has a carefully shaped and hand-

finished A-grade walnut sporter stock. The action

is pillar bedded and the barrel free floated to hold

zero under the toughest field conditions. Metal

surfaces are finished in matte blue to avoid 

reflection. The left hand version is a mirror image,

and the first of its kind to be offered by Kimber 

in fifteen years.  

Hunting is mostly just that –

hunting. Luck might allow one shot

each season between walks and

hikes and climbs.  A light rifle

makes hunting easier and a good

light rifle like the Model 8400

helps make every shot count.

Model 8400

Like all Model 8400 rifles, the Classic has a 
24-inch barrel with a light sporter contour.

CLASSIC

The MontanaTM is a rifle for serious hunters. The rich gray

Kevlar/carbon fiber stock is stronger and lighter than wood,

and the satin-finished stainless steel barreled action requires

little maintenance even after extended exposure. This model

was designed without a floorplate to save additional weight. 

CLASSIC 
LEFT HAND

SUPERAMERICA

MONTANA

The SuperAmericaTM is Kimber’s finest rifle. The AAA walnut

stock is checkered with a full wrap 24 LPI pattern and 

accented with a cheekpiece and ebony forend tip. The high 

polish blue sets it apart from other rifles and provides an 

elegant appearance. Production is limited due to availability 

of suitable wood. 

The Kimber Model 8400 is the best way to take WSM 

power to the mountain.

� Model 8400 rifles with wood stocks have floorplate with inside 
trigger bow release button.

� Montana models not available for delivery until late 2003.

� Kimber scalloped base sets are available for all models and 
are sold separately.

� Complete listing of specifications, calibers and features 
begins on page 46.

MODEL 8400

Classic 270 WSM    New
7mm WSM
300 WSM

MontanaTM 270 WSM    New
7mm WSM
300 WSM

SuperAmericaTM 270 WSM    New
7mm WSM
300 WSM

Classic Left Hand 270 WSM    New
7mm WSM
300 WSM

Model 8400 rifles 
combine the finest

materials with minimal
overall dimensions 

for the lowest 
possible weight.
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has served as the foundation for some of the

world’s finest firearms. Its shallow profile and

slim lines are renowned for beauty and bring the

practical advantages of light weight and strength.

Quite naturally, this action design was the starting

point of the Kimber Augusta.

Manufactured for Kimber in Brescia, Italy, the

Augusta is a product of a long-established

The newest Kimber classic.

The foundation of a best quality shotgun is 

the action. Easily the most critical component, 

a properly designed shotgun built around the

right action comes alive. On a course it makes

anything possible. In the field it comes to 

shoulder without effort. 

The Boss-type is thought to be the finest over and

under action ever cut from steel. For generations it

Kimber is new to shotguns but the fit is 

natural. Augusta Shotguns offer the 

performance of the best Italian guns at a

much better value. As with Kimber rifles and

pistols, the Augusta Series will change what

shooters    expect from a shotgun.

Augusta Shotguns
guild environment. Craftsmen with decades of experience may

labor over several different famous shotgun brands in the same

week. When finished – from the same materials worked by the

same hands – the Augusta emerges as an extraordinary value. 

Each Augusta Shotgun has customized features and
dimensions for a particular style of shooting.

SPORTING

Almost at odds with tradition, Augusta ShotgunsTM are also

the product of modern manufacturing systems and materials.

The final form blends the best of old and new into a shotgun

that deserves the Kimber name. 

The Augusta Shotgun. The newest Kimber Classic.…a properly

designed shotgun

built around 

the right action

comes alive.

FIELD

TRAP

Positive tang safety with integral barrel 
selector button. Automatic ejectors. Choice 
of 2 3/4 or 3 inch chambers in 12 gauge.

Trigger quickly adjusts for length of pull.
Pistol grip has robust palm swell. Wide
checkering pattern fills the hand.

Tri-alloy steel barrels with long forcing cones
are backbored to .736. Complete choke tube
and Hi-Viz sight sets are included. 

� Unbreakable coil spring trigger system. Inertia cocking. 

� An appropriate selection of six choke tubes with wrench is standard. 

� Special order versions including extra barrel sets, engraving, sideplates, 
upgraded wood, fitting and stock/forend style options are available.  

� A lockable hardside takedown case is included.

� Complete listing of specifications and options begins on page 46.

AUGUSTA SHOTGUNS

Trap 12 gauge

Skeet 12 gauge

Sporting 12 gauge

Field 12 gauge

SKEET



Custom II 3200001 .45 ACP • • • • •
Custom II/Night Sights™ 3200015 .45 ACP • • • • •
Custom II/Walnut™ 3200002 .45 ACP • • • • •
Custom Target II™ 3200004 .45 ACP • • • • •
Custom TLE II™ 3200068 .45 ACP New • • 30 • • •
Royal II 3200005 .45 ACP • • • • •
Stainless II 3200007 .45 ACP • • • • •
Stainless II 3200081  40 S&W • • • • •
Stainless II/Night Sights™ 3200016 .45 ACP • • • • •
Stainless Target II™ 3200008 .45 ACP • • • • •
Stainless Target II™ 3200043  38 Super • • • • •

Team Match II™ 3200046 .45 ACP New • • 30 • • • •
Gold Match II™ 3200006 .45 ACP • • • • •
Stainless Gold Match II™ 3200009 .45 ACP • • • • •
Stainless Gold Match II™ 3200083  40 S&W • • • • •

Compact Stainless II™ 3200033 .45 ACP • • • •
Pro Carry II™ 3200051 .45 ACP • • • •
Pro Carry II/Night Sights™ 3200070 .45 ACP New • • • •
Stainless Pro Carry II™ 3200052 .45 ACP • • • •
Stainless Pro Carry II™ 3200097  40 S&W • • • •
Stainless Pro Carry II/Night Sights™ 3200071 .45 ACP New • • • •
Pro Carry HD II™ 3200054 .45 ACP • • • •
Pro Carry HD II™ 3200044  38 Super • • • •

Ultra Carry II™ 3200061 .45 ACP • • • •
Ultra Carry II/Night Sights™ 3200072 .45 ACP New • • • •
Stainless Ultra Carry II™ 3200062 .45 ACP • • • •
Stainless Ultra Carry II™ 3200095  40 S&W • • • •
Stainless Ultra Carry II/Night Sights™ 3200073 .45 ACP New • • • •

Tactical Ultra II™ 3200063 .45 ACP New • • 30 • • • •
Tactical Pro II™ 3200060 .45 ACP New • • 30 • • • •
Tactical Custom II™ 3200059 .45 ACP New • • 30 • • • • •

Eclipse Ultra II™ 3200042 .45 ACP • • 30 • •
Eclipse Pro II™ 3200035 .45 ACP • • 30 • •
Eclipse Pro Target II™ 3200032 .45 ACP • • 30 • •
Eclipse Custom II™ 3200034 .45 ACP • • 30 • • •
Eclipse Target II™ 3200030 .45 ACP • • 30 • • •

Gold Combat II™ 3200012 .45 ACP • • 30 • • • •
Gold Combat Stainless II™ 3200013 .45 ACP • • 30 • • • •
LTP II™ 3200037 .45 ACP • • 20 • • • • • •
Super Match II™ 3200014 .45 ACP • • 30 • • • •

Ultra CDP II™ 3200057 .45 ACP • • 30 • • •
Compact CDP II™ 3200056 .45 ACP • • 30 • • •
Pro CDP II™ 3200055 .45 ACP • • 30 • • •
Custom CDP II™ 3200018 .45 ACP • • 30 • • • •

Ultra Ten II™ 3200041 .45 ACP • 30 • • • •
Ultra Ten CDP II™ 3200075 .45 ACP New • 30 • • • •
Pro Carry Ten II™ 3200038 .45 ACP • 30 • • • •
Stainless Ten II™ 3200039 .45 ACP • 30 • • • • •
Gold Match Ten II™ 3200040 .45 ACP • 30 • • • • •

Rimfire Custom (black)™ 3200080 .22 LR New • • • • •
Rimfire Custom (silver)™ 3200081 .22 LR New • • • • •
Rimfire Target (black)™ 3200078 .22 LR New • • • • •
Rimfire Target (silver)™ 3200079 .22 LR New • • • • •

1100046 .22 LR New • • •
1100047 .22 LR New • • •
1100043 .22 LR New • • •
1100044 .22 LR New • • •

Rimfire Custom Conversion Kit (black)

Rimfire Custom Conversion Kit (silver) 

Rimfire Target Conversion Kit (black)

Rimfire Target Conversion Kit (silver)

1.28

1.28
1.28

1.28

1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

1.28
1.28
1.28

1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

1.26
1.26
1.26
1.26
1.26

Steel

Stainless steel

Aluminum

Black polym
er

Highly polished blue (flats)

M
atte black oxide

Highly polished stainless steel (flats)

Satin stainless steel

M
atte black anodized

Gray anodized

Brush-polished

Kim
Pro™

Satin silver anodized

Width (inches)

Front strap checkering (LPI)

Checkering under trigger guard (30
LPI)

Serrations under trigger guard

Stainless steel
Steel

Aluminum

Highly polished blue (flats)

Matte black oxide

Highly polished stainless steel (flats)

Satin stainless steel

Brush polished

M
atte black anodized

Satin silver anodized

Kim
Pro™

Front serrations

Flat top serrations

Tactical Extractor

Frame Slide
Material FinishFinish

Model Model # Caliber

Material

5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • • 8 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 7 • • 16
5 • • 16 • • 9 • • 14

5 • • 16 • 8 • • • • 16
5 • • 16 • 8 • • • 16
5 • • 16 • 8 • • • 16
5 • • 16 • • 8 • • • 16

4 • 16 • 7 • • 22
4 • 16 • 7 • • 22
4 • 16 • 7 • • 22
4 • 16 • 7 • • 22
4 • 16 • • 8 • • 22
4 • 16 • 7 • • 22
4 • 16 • 7 • • 22
4 • 16 • • 9 • • 20

3 • 16 • • 7 • • 18
3 • 16 • • 7 • • 18
3 • 16 • • 7 • • 18
3 • 16 • • 7 • • 18
3 • 16 • • 7 • • 18

3 • 16 • • 7 • • • • 18
4 • 16 • 7 • • • • 22
5 • • 16 • 7 • • • • 16

3 • 16 • • 7 • • 18
4 • 16 • 8 • • 22
4 • 16 • 8 • • 22
5 • • 16 • 8 • • 16
5 • • 16 • 8 • • 16

5 • • 16 • 8 • • • • 16
5 • • 16 • 8 • • • • 16
5 • • 16 • 10 • • • • 16
5 • • 16 • 8 • • • • 16

3 • 16 • • 7 • • • • 18
4 • 16 • 7 • • • • 22
4 • 16 • 7 • • • • 22
5 • • 16 • 7 • • • • 16

3 • 16 • • 10 • 18
3 • 16 • • 10 • • 18
4 • 16 • 10 • 22
5 • • 16 • 10 • 16
5 • • 16 • 10 • 16

5 • 16 • 10 • •
5 • 16 • 10 • •
5 • 16 • 10 • •
5 • 16 • 10 • •
5 • 16 • 10
5 • 16 • 10
5 • 16 • 10
5 • 16 • 10

4-5
4-5

6.8

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

4-5
4-5
4-5

3.5-4

4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5

4-5

3.5-4

4-5
4-5

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4

4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5

4-5

4-5
4-5

4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5

3.5-4
3.5-4

4-5

4-5

3.5-4
3.5-4

4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5

38

5.25

4.75
4.75
4.75

5.00
5.50

38
38
38
38

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

5.7
5.7
5.7

4.75

5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7

4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

4.8
5.7
6.8

4.8
5.7

6.8
6.8

5.7
6.8
6.8

6.8

6.8

4.8
4.8

5.25
5.25

5.7
6.8

4.8
5.7
5.7

6.8
6.8

5.25
5.25

5.50

5.25
5.25

5.25
5.25

5.50
5.25

4.75
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25

4.75
4.75

5.25

5.25
5.25

5.25

5.50
5.50
5.50
5.50

4.75
4.75
5.25
5.25

4.75
4.75
5.25
5.25
5.25

5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25

38
38
38
38
38
38
38

38
38
38

34
28
28
28
28
28
35
35

25
25
25
25
25

25
28
31

34
35
35
38
38

38
38
38
38

25
28
28
31

24
24
32
34
34

23
23
23
23

8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7

8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7

7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

6.8
7.7
8.7

6.8
7.7
7.7
8.7
8.7

8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7

6.8
7.7
7.7
8.7

6.8
6.8
7.7
8.7
8.7

8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7

5.25

4-5
4-5
4-5
4-5
4-55.25
4-5

5.25
5.25
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Pistol Specifications

Kimber pistols, rifles and shotguns are
shipped with a California-approved cable
lock as a safety measure. Additionally, 
pistols are shipped in a lockable high impact
case. Use of the cable lock is encouraged at
all times when a gun is in storage. Kimber
owners may request a free cable lock by
mail. Include $10 for postage and handling,
and mail your order to: 

Kimber Service, One Lawton Street, 
Yonkers, NY 10705 

Kimber firearms should only be purchased
and used in complete compliance with 
all laws; national, state and local. All 
suggestions for use in this catalog, or in
any Kimber literature, must be taken 
within the context of these laws.

After 2/1/03, all Kimber centerfire pistols
shipped from the factory will include the
Loaded Chamber Indicator Port feature.
When a round is in the chamber and light is
available, the brass or silver color of the
shell casing should be visible through the
port in the barrel hood. By the end of 
2003, all centerfire pistols shipped from the
factory will have the new Tactical
ExtractorTM. This external extractor
improves the performance of the 1911 pistol
while giving both a visual and sensory 
indication of a loaded chamber. When a
round is in the chamber the extractor 
protrudes, exposing a red warning mark 
visible to the shooter. The protruding 
extractor is also easy to feel and provides
an extra measure of safety regardless of
lighting conditions.

These new safety features are further
examples of Kimber's commitment to
firearm safety. However, they should not be
relied on exclusively and you must never
assume a firearm is unloaded until both the
chamber and magazine are empty and 
the magazine is removed. Even then, all
established rules of firearm safety must 
be followed.

Firearm safety is every gun owner’s 
responsibility. Use and store all firearms
safely. Teach everyone in your home, 
especially children, proper firearm safety. 

Information and specifications presented are
for reference only and subject to change
without notice.

Pistol
Specifications



Augusta Sporting • • •
Augusta Trap • • •
Augusta Skeet • • •
Augusta Field • • • •

    * Chamber lengths of 2 3/4 or 3 inches are available by special order.
    ** Weight is given with shortest barrel option listed. Weight varies as much as an additional 8 ounces depending on wood density.

Clay/shoe
Trap

Skeet/shoe
Standard

14.7
14.7
14.7
14.5

0.40
0.40
0.40
0.20

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.10

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4

2.4
2.2
2.3
2.2

3000609   12 ga
3000608   12 ga
3000607   12 ga
3000606   12 ga

• • • 8 • • • • • 5 • • •
• • • 8 • • • • • 5 • • •
• • • 8 • • • • • 5 • • •

• • • 8 • • • • • • 5 • • •
• • • 8 • • • • • 5 • • •
• • • 8 • • • • • 5 • • •

• • • 8 • • • • • • 5 • • •
• • • 8 • • • • • • 5 • • •

• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • �

• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 4 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 4 • • • • • 5 • • • •

• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 4 • • • • • 5 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • • 5 • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • • n/a • • • •
• • • 4 • • • • • • n/a • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • • 5 • • •
• • • 4 • • • • • • 5 • • •

• • • 4 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 4 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 4 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 3 • • • •

• • • 4 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 3 • • • •
• • • 6 • • • • • 3 • • • •

6 lbs. 8 oz.

n/a

6 lbs. 10 oz.

9.5

9.5

5 lbs 4 oz.
6 lbs. 7 oz.
6 lbs. 8 oz.
6 lbs. 8 oz.

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4

3-3.5
3-3.5
3-3.5
3.5-4

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4
3-3.5

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4

43.25

3-3.5
3-3.5
3-3.5
3-3.5
3-3.5
3-3.5
3-3.5
3-3.5

3.5-4

43.25
43.25
43.25
43.25

43.25
43.25
43.25
43.25

43.25

43.5

43.25
43.25

45.25
43.25
45.5

41.25
41.25
41.25
45.25

41.25
41.25
41.25
41.25

40.5
40.5
36.5

35.5
40.5
40.5
38.5

42.5

41.25
41.25
41.25
41.25
41.25

10
9.5
10

10
10
9.5
10

10
10
9.5

12
14
12

10

9.5
12
14
14

12

10
9

9.5
12
10
9

10
9

16

24
24
24

16
16
16
16
16
16
16

24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24

24
26
24

24

22
22
26
26

22
22
22
22

22
22
22
22

18.25
24

22
22

18.25
22
22
20
22
22 6 lbs. 8 oz.

7 lbs. 8 oz.
7 lbs. 0 oz.

5 lbs. 13 oz.
5 lbs. 11 oz.
5 lbs. 10 oz.
5 lbs. 10 oz.
5 lbs. 13 oz.

5 lbs. 10 oz.

5 lbs. 5 oz.

5 lbs. 2 oz.

5 lbs. 11 oz.

5 lbs. 10 oz.

6 lbs. 2 oz.

5 lbs. 3 oz.

5 lbs. 2 oz.

n/a

6 lbs. 10 oz.

6 lbs. 10 oz.

6 lbs. 10 oz.

6 lbs. 10 oz.

6 lbs. 2 oz.

7 lbs. 5 oz.

6 lbs. 10 oz.

6 lbs. 2 oz.
6 lbs. 10 oz.

10 lbs. 0 oz.
7 lbs. 5 oz.

6 lbs. 10 oz.

6 lbs. 10 oz.
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Rifles & Shotguns
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Barrel Action Trigger
Type FinishContour Finish
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22 Youth 3000405 .22 LR • • •
22 Hunter 3000406 .22 LR • • •
22 Classic 3000407 .22 LR • • • •
22 Classic Varmint™ 3000613 .22 LR      New • • • •
22 Custom Classic™ 3000612 .22 LR      New • • • • •
22 SuperAmerica™ 3000408 .22 LR • • • • • •
22 SVT™ 3000403 .22 LR • • 1*
22 HS™ 3000404 .22 LR • • •

84M Classic 3000605 .243 Win. • • • •
84M Classic 3000604 .260 Rem. • • • •
84M Classic 3000603 7mm-08 Rem. • • • •
84M Classic 3000602 .308 Win. • • • •
84M SuperAmerica™ 3000621 .243 Win. New • • • • • •
84M SuperAmerica 3000622 .260 Rem. New • • • • • •
84M SuperAmerica 3000623 7mm-08 Rem. New • • • • • •
84M SuperAmerica 3000620 .308 Win. New • • • • • •
84M Montana™ 3000617 .243 Win.   New • •
84M Montana 3000618 .260 Rem. New • •
84M Montana 3000619  7mm-08 Rem. New • •
84M Montana 3000616 .308 Win. New • •
84M Varmint™ 3000601 .22-250 Rem. • • • •
84M LongMaster Pro™ 3000614 .22-250 Rem. New • 1*
84M LongMaster Pro 3000615 .308 Win. New • 1*
84M LongMaster VT™ 3000409 .22-250 Rem. • • 1*
84M LongMaster Classic™ 3000410 .308 Win. • • • •

8400 Classic 3000627 270 WSM New • • • •
8400 Classic 3000628 7mm WSM New • • • •
8400 Classic 3000626 300 WSM New • • • •
8400 Classic Left Hand 3000633 270 WSM New • • • •
8400 Classic Left Hand 3000634 7mm WSM New • • • •
8400 Classic Left Hand 3000632 300 WSM New • • • •
8400 SuperAmerica™ 3000630 270 WSM New • • • • • •
8400 SuperAmerica 3000631 7mm WSM New • • • • • •
8400 SuperAmerica 3000629 300 WSM New • • • • • •
8400 Montana™ 3000636 270 WSM New • •
8400 Montana 3000637 7mm WSM New • •
8400 Montana 3000635 300 WSM New • •

* Front swivel stud only for bipod.
** Weight can vary as much as 8 oz. due to natural variations in walnut density.
*** All 1-inch recoil pads are Pachmayr® Decelerator

1

None
None
None

Panel
Panel
Wrap
Wrap
Wrap

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Panel
Panel
Panel
Panel
Wrap
Wrap
None

None

Panel

Panel
Panel

None

Wrap
None
None

Panel
None

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

None
None
Panel

Panel 
Panel
Panel
Panel 

0.43
0.43
0.43

0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43

0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43

0.43
0.25
0.43

0.43

0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43

0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43

0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43

0.25
0.00

0.43
0.43

0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43

0.43
0.43

0.5

1

1
1

1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Panel 
Panel 
Wrap
Wrap 24
Wrap

20

1
1

24
24

1

24
24

20

20
20
20
24
24

20
20
20
20

20

20

20
20
20
20
20
20
24

24

12.25
13.63
13.63
13.63
13.63
13.63
13.63
13.63

13.63
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1.75
0.25

0.54
0.54
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0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
1.75
0.54
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0.54

0.54
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•
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27.5, 30
26, 27.5

7 lbs. 12 oz.
7 lbs. 13 oz.
7 lbs. 10 oz.
7 lbs. 2 oz.

11x8 Flat
11x8 Ramped

11x11 Flat
7x7 flat

2.75*
3.00*

28.4, 30, 32
30,32,34

3.00*
2.75*
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Barrels

M
onte Carlo w/ palm

swell

Pistol grip w/ palm
swell

Pistol grip

English/straight grip

Drop at heel (inches)

Drop at M
onte Carlo (inches)

Drop at comb (inches)

Cast off - heel (inches)

Cast off - toe (inches)

Length of pull (inches)

Beavertail forend

Schnabel forend

Satin or gloss wood finish

Stock
Type Standard Dimensions Forend

(Pachm
ayr Decelrator®

1-inch black)

Recoil pad

Model Model # Gauge

Shotgun Specifications

Walnut

A Walnut

AA Walnut

AAA Walnut

Synthetic

Gray laminate

Lines per inch

Coverage

Ebony forend tip

Cheekpiece

Hand-rubbed oil
Clear

Sling swivel studs

Recoil pad (black) thickness (inches)***

Steel grip cap

Length of pull (inches)

Drop at heel (inches)

Drop at com
b (inches)

Stock
Type DimensionsCheckering

Finish

Model Model # Caliber

Rifle Specifications

Kimber and Kimber of America are 
registered trademarks of Kimber Mfg., Inc.

Winchester and Model 70 are registered
trademarks of the Olin Corp. Colt,
Commander and Officer’s are registered
trademarks of Colt’s Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Remington is a registered trademark of
Remington Arms Co. Browning is a registered
trademark of Browning Arms Co. Weatherby
is a registered trademark of Weatherby, Inc.
Leupold is a registered trademark of 
Leupold & Stevens, Inc. Burris is a 
registered trademark of Burris Co. 
Redfield is a registered trademark of the
Redfield-Blount Inc. Sporting Equipment
Group. 

Information and specifications presented 
are for reference only and subject to change
without notice.

© 2003 Kimber Mfg., Inc.



One Lawton Street, Yonkers, NY 10705. Complete information is also available at www.kimberamerica.com
For a free brochure detailing Kimber logo items or Meprolight products please call (800) 880-2418 • Custom Shop (914) 964-0742.

Kimber has assembled a
selection of premium clothing
and accessory items branded

with the Kimber logo. 
Caps, shirts, jackets, patches,

mugs, range bags and fine
gift items are detailed in 

a separate brochure.

Kimber is the exclusive 
North American distributor 

of Meprolight night sights and
accessories. Fixed and

adjustable Tritium night sight
sets for most popular pistols,
rifles and shotguns along with
archery sight pins and reflex
sight systems are detailed in 

a separate brochure.

Kimber Custom scalloped base
sets in a variety of finishes are
available for many Remington®,

Winchester® and Weatherby®

rifles. Machined from solid
steel they add a custom touch

to any rifle. Kimber bases
accept Leupold®, Burris®,

Redfield® and other standard
rotary dovetail rings.

Accessories

Kimber is a Founding Sponsor of
the Heritage Fund. A portion of
each Kimber purchase helps
ensure the future  of hunting 

and the shooting sports. 


